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Cloze Activity

Word Bank
togas
Empire
republic

Colosseum
Pantheon
gladiator

Romulus
Tiber
Mediterranean

Caesar
concrete
aqueducts

Choose the word from the bank that best completes each sentence.

1. Rome was built about 15 miles (24 km) inland from the ___________________________ Sea.

2. The city is connected to the sea by the ___________________________ River.

3. According to legend, Rome was named after ___________________________, one of two  
 brothers found and raised by a wolf.

4. In about 509 B.C.E., Romans established a government style called a  
 ___________________________, where citizens elect leaders to represent them.

5. In daily life, most women wore tunics, while men wore ___________________________.

6. Over time, Rome grew so powerful that it expanded and formed the Roman  
 ___________________________.

7. A common title used for Roman emperors was ___________________________.

8. Since they were built using sturdy ______________________ or marble, many ancient  
 Roman structures still survive to this day, including roads.

9. _________________________ provided fresh water to people all across their territory.

10. Like its name suggests, the ___________________________ honored many Roman gods.

11. The construction of the amphitheater known as the ___________________________ was  
 finished in about 82 C.E.

12. ___________________________ fights were brutal but popular Colosseum attractions.
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ANSWER KEY

Mediterranean

Romulus

togas

Caesar

concrete

Pantheon

Colosseum

Gladiator

Aqueducts

republic

Empire

Tiber


